
The Morning Glow! 

The radiance of the morning glow - behold my dreams before my eyes, 

The legacy of a bygone age - echoes deep beneath disguise. 

The concentration of the inner light - guidance from the heart, 

The natural gift of magnetic grace - and it re-defines our path. 

The de ja vu that’s inside of you - the illumination of full view, 

Head to head a tower of energy - is it the same for you? 

The fountain of nourishment for the spirit - looks set to overflow, 

The jig saw pieces of a star crossed spiral - find their place to grow! 

 

The courage of our faith’s conviction - casting petals along the way, 

The golden orb of true belonging - builds stronger by the day. 

The hold of strength and fate’s re-union - in the palms of our hands, 

The reality of a connection beyond time and tide - ahead the future plans. 

Weaving threads from strands of lives - long since passed to dust, 

Opening a channel and a communication - with a vision left to rust! 

An unfinished symphony offering the reins - of a journey built to last, 

Vibrant is the constant that lights the way- to a horizon oh so vast! 

 

With faith comes a trust delivered with honesty - where harmony sings along, 

Serenading the rhythm of life with its melody - and feels its timeless song. 

Deeper and deeper the depth of connection - with the power of the earth, 

Holding the water where the moonlight flourishes - and its birth after birth! 

The gentle ocean rides its swelling waves - the contenting streams of peace, 

Supporting the thoughts of each new moment - all waiting for release! 

The love of the mountains and the rock of foundation - with the earth carpeting the floor, 

To path the way of each new day - and we are joined forever more! 
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